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1. Introduction 
Turner has shown in [5] that it is possible to implement a functional language by 
translating the equivalent ;l-expression of a program into a combinatory form code. 
The evaluation of this code is then made according to the rules for weak combinatory 
reduction. Unfortunately weak combinatory reduction does not correspond exactly to 
@-reduction. 
For instance, let us consider the &term M G (Lxyz. xz(yz))(lxy. x). This term re- 
duces to the term N = (2xy.y). Its combinatory form (MH~ =SK) is in weak normal 
form and it does not reduce to the term NH~ =KI. 
The main difference between these reductions is that @-reduction includes in its 
definition the concept of partial evaluation. Thus a term like 1xy.M (viewed as a 
program) needs two input data di and dZ to give us a result A4 with x := d, and 
y := dz. Also we get as well a result (a residual) when input data are incomplete. In 
the case where only the value of x is given, the evaluation is possible and it gives as 
a result iy.M[x := Q]. 
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In combinatory logic, each term (a program) needs all input data before getting 
processed. For example the term SK, the H/?-transform of the term M _= (Axyz. xz(vz)) 
(1xy.x), is in weak normal form, whereas the term M is reducible. 
An other way to transform a l-expression into a form where it is easier to instantiate 
bound variables, is due to Hughes in [4, Chap. 131. The i-abstractions are called 
supercombinators and the transformation rules are called &lifting. 
But as in Turner’ combinatory reduction machine, the supercombinator reductions 
take place only when all arguments are present. Such a transformation of a l-expression 
is not really equivalent to the I/?-reduction. 
There exists an equivalent combinatory reduction to @-reduction given in [2,3]. 
In this paper we describe a c/?-machine which implements in a simpler way the c/6 
reduction. Some definitions and properties of the @-reduction must be recalled first. 
2. Notations and preliminaries 
In the following, S, K and I are the atomic constants of combinatory logic (CL). 
l -sw is the weak combinatory reduction [ 1, p. 231. 
l -LB, +~p,,, denote respectively the usual I/?-reduction and @q-reduction. The gen- 
erated equivalence relations are respectively =lb and =lpV. 
l [x& is the abstraction algorithm which is usually called the (abcf) algorithm. It is 
defined by the following clauses: 
1;; 
[x&x = I 
[x],U=KU if x 4 Z+‘(U) 
(Gl) [x],Ux E U if x $ FV(U) 
(f) [xl0 UV E S([x]? U)( [x]~ V) if the preceding clauses do not apply. 
where FV( U) is the set of free variables of U. S’, SX,KX,S, K and I are called 
fUnctiona CL-terms (fnl.). 
l We define now, the [x]~ by the (ac#) algorithm, with 
C(B) [x]gUx z U if U is fnl. and x @ FV(U). 
l The clause (Q in the (abcafl algorithm uses the preceding algorithm (abcq and is 
defined by the clause: 
(f-) [XlpUV = ~ml,wbl, V). 
l The abstraction algorithm [x1,X is defined by 
[x1,X f S(K( [xl,X))Z. 
l H,,, HP are the H-transforms defined respectively by the algorithm [x]~ and [x]~. 
l -+cb is the @-reduction defined in [2] and =cp is its generated equality. 
l zP is the pseudo-identity relation defined in [3]. 
l X zPY means that X -+cb Y and Y dcb X. 
l XJ, denotes the I-term assigned to the CL-term X by the usual A-transform [ 1, 
p. 881. 
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e -+N denotes the quasi-leftmost reduction, a special @-reduction introduced by 
Hindley [ 1, p. 401. One of its use is the application of the quasi-le~ost theorem: 
“If a A-term M has a normal form N then, every quasi-leftmost reduction of M is 
finite and teminates at N”. 
l A CL-term is to be in pseudo @normal form (pcjnf) if 
X r+x where x is a variable; or 
X zzP aYt _ . . Y, where a is a variable and each Yi is in p&f; or 
X =P [x],Y where x is any variable and Y is a term in pcfinf. 
We have also [x1,8X sP [x]bX. 
3. c/?-Reduction 
The c/?-reduction is an extension of the weak combinatory reduction. It is defined 
by adding to the axioms of weak combinatory reduction the following two axioms: 
c+> S(KU)I +c~ U if U is fnl. 
(5’) ux --+@ Y =+ u -+QJ [x],Y if U is fnl. and x $ U. 
An example will show this reduction in combinatory logic is the same as ;I/?- 
reduction. Let M be the J-term (Ixyz.xz(yz))(~y.y). 
The R/?-reduction of M gives N z (/zxy. x). 
Now NH~ z SK. We have SKxy +=B y. 
To prove that SK ++ Kl, we apply twice the axiom (5’). The first application gives 
I and the second application gives IU. We can notice that NH~ = Kl. 
Property 1. 1. The c&reduction is an extension of combinatory weak reduction. 
2. x=,@Y +&Y,& 
3. @&3&4)a=&?~. 
4. MJJpGM. 
5. -+cp has the Church-Rosser property. 
6. X is in pseudo c&normal form Qf there exists a I-term M in @-normal form 
such that X -P MH~. 
The clause 6 of this property is one of the most important properties of the c/I- 
reduction. It gives a characterization of the terms in pseudo c/I-normal form and also 
shows that there is an equivalence relation between the set of terms in L/?-normal form 
and the set of terms in pseudo c/J-normal form. This last relation suggests a procedure 
for pe~o~ing ~~-reductions which avoids the usual difficulties in~oduced with the 
substitution operation in the I-calculus. 
The way to reduce a I-term M is, first to translate it in a combinatory term 
MHg which is reduced by only combinatory reduction rules without any substitution 
operations. If the term M has a Q-normal form of N then, the clause 6 of the 
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preceding property implies that the term A4~g has the pseudo c/3-normal form the 
term NH~. 
Example 2. Let A4 be the term (2xyz. XZ(~Z))(~X~. x). M& = SK and we have SK jCp 
KI. Also IU E (2q.x)~~. It follows from clause 6 of the preceding property that the 
term (2xy.x) is the @I-normal form of the term M. 
4. @-Machine 
Let us look closely at the c/Greduction rules. The only one which seems difficult to 
apply is the rule (t’). Reducing the term SK to KI needs two applications of the rule 
(5’): 
1. We have SKxy +Cb y and by (5’) we get SKx +Cb S(KZ)I and by rule (+) we 
have SKx --++q I. 
2. SKx hCB I gives SKx dCp S(K(KI))I by (5’) and then by the rule (+) SK jCp 
KI. 
It does not seem easy by this way, to reduce CL-term to its pseudo c/3-normal form 
(if it exists). Then it is interesting to define an algorithm (c/?-machine) which computes 
the pc/?-normal form of a given term. 
In the following we give the definition of the cg-machine as a set of simple rules 
which are easy to implement: 
The input of the cp-machine may be any combinatory logic term M and the output 
is the pseudo cBnorrna1 form of the term M if it exists. The cfi-machine loops or 
continues for ever when the input it4 has no pseudo @normal form. 
To define the c/I-machine we introduce a new symbol @ which does not belong to 
the alphabet of the CL-language. It is an extra symbol added as an intermediate step 
to perform c/&reduction. We may give it the meaning “variables in the scope of the 
symbol @ are the new added variables”. This looks like a call of the Scheme function 
gensym to generate a new variable. 
Definition 3. The instruction set of the cg-machine is the following: 
@a> 
CObI 
(Oc) 
(W 
(la) 
(lb) 
(ICI 
@m(S) + s 
c/?-m(K) --) K 
c/?-m(I) --f I 
cp-m(x) + x for any variable X. 
c/Cm(Sh4~M2 . . . M,) + c~-m(M~M~(A42f&). . .M,) if n>3 
cp-m(IUbf~ii42.. .I%&) -+ cj3-m(M~&l44.. .A4,) if n 82 
cfi-m(IM~A4.2.. M,) + c/3-m(MlM2M3.. .M,) if n 3 1 
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t2a) 
(2b) 
cp-m(Kd4, ) + @x. c/l-m(M1) 
c/l-m(SM1M2) + @x. cpm(Mlx(M2x)) 
PC) 
(24 
&OK) + @xY.cp-mtMlYtxY)) 
cpm(uM~M2.. .M,) -+ a(c/?-m(M~))(cp-m(M2)). . cP(Mn)) 
@a) @x.M + Ix.M 
(3b) @x.M -+ [xlpM 
Instructions of type 1, when they occur, must be executed before instructions of 
type 2. The instruction of type (3a) ends the process of reduction by giving a I-term 
as a result. The instruction of type (3b) ends the process by giving a combinatoty 
form of the result (the pseudo c/&normal form of the input). Instruction of type 3 are 
executed only when there are no instructions of type 0, 1 or 2. We can make the 
choice to end by instruction of type (3a) or type (3b). The instruction (3a) gives a 
A-term and instruction (3b) gives a combinatory term as an output of q-machine. 
Remark 4. Theoretically no change is introduced if we rewrite the O-instruction type of 
the c/&machine: c/?-m(S) + @xyz.xz(yz), c/3-m(K) + @xy.x and cp-m(1) + @x.x 
respectively. The application of the instruction (3b) gives back, respectively, S, K and 
I. This new form introduces more steps in the process of the reduction but can be 
useful as in the proof of next the lemma, for instance. 
Lemma 5. If X = cp-m(M), i.e. X is the output of the c/?-machine with input M then 
X is in the pseudo c/I-normal form. 
Proof. Let X be the output of the c/3-machine. There exists a term P obtained by 
instructions of types 1 and 2 such that X =P Hp. The proof is by induction on the 
structure the term P and the number m of occurrences of the symbol @ in P. Here 
the choice (made by the user) of ending the process of reduction by instructions of 
type (3a) does not change the result in any way. In the term P no instruction of type 
1 or 2 can be applied, then, it must be of the form @xi . . .xk.yYi . . . Y, (k 20, n 30). 
There are different cases: 
1. P has no symbol @ (m = 0). In this case P is a combination of variables. It is 
obvious thatHb is in pseudo @-normal form. Then X is in pc/?nf. 
2. If m > 0 then, P E @xl . . .xk.yYi . . . Y,,. Let m; be the number of @ in K, 
i=l , . . . , n. By the induction hypothesis, if mi < m then Xi E (Yi)Hp is in pseudo 
c/Cnormal form. 
(a) if mi <m for all i=l,...,n then yYi...Y, is in pcbnf and hence 
X = PHg = [x, . .a-&$.yY~ . . . Y,, 
is also in pseudo c/Cnormal form. 
(b) If mi = m for some i then every Xj for i # j is a combination of variables, 
hence in pcfinf. Now since & is smaller than Xi we can apply the induction 
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hypotesis and we get that it is in pseudo c/&normal form, so X is a pseudo 
cfi-normal form too. 
Lemma 6. Zf Y = c/?-m(X) then X dc~ Y. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of the computation of Y with 
the c/?-machine from the input X. Let, X = Yi, Y,, . . . Y, = Y be the sequence of the 
computation of Y. Yi is obtained from yi-i by one of the instructions of type 0, 1, 2 
or 3. 
The only non-trivial case is when instructions of type 2 are applied. If K-1 z SA4iM2 
then, fi E @x.Mix(M~x). We can prove that K-1 dCb K. We have SA4iM2x --+Cb 
Mix(k&x) and by application of the axiom (5’) we get SA4iA42 -‘C~ [~]~~.Mix(Mzx) hCb 
[~l@w~(~2x). 
Theorem 7. Zf X = c/Gm( Y) then X is the pseudo cp-normal form of the term Y. 
Proof. The proof follows by applications of Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Now we will prove that for a given term X having a pep-normal form Y, the process 
of computation c/?-m(X) terminates and gives as output the term Y i.e cb-m(X) = Y. 
To prove this result we need the following definitions and lemma. First we extend 
the definition of the I-transform by the following clause: (@x. M)A z Ax. MA. Then 
we write P ++,, Q to indicate that the term Q is reached from P after one or more 
applications of instruction types 1 and 2 of the @machine. 
Lemma 8. X jcpm Y + Xj, -+N fi. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number n of instructions of type 1 and 2 
applied to reach the term Y from the input X of c/?-machine. 
Case n = 1: Suppose that the instruction types 1 and 2 applied to X is the in- 
struction (2~) then, X E SMi . The application of this instruction gives X = SA4i -tCbm 
@xy.My(xy)- Y. We have & -S~(Ml)n(~xy.zy(xy))(Ml)~ +N @~Y.(M)~Y(~Y) 
3 YA. The application of the other l-2 instruction type is similar. 
Case n > 1: Let us suppose now that we reach a stage after p steps X,. By induction 
hypothesis we have X jCb,,, X, + XL +N (X,)).. The only non trivial case is when X, 
has the form @xi . . . x,.aMl . . . A4i . . . Ms. If the next instruction applies to Mi, (Mj)n will 
be necessarily the next step in the quasi-leftmost reduction of (X,)1. If Mi dCprn M/ 
then (Mi)n +N (Mi)n. 
It follows that (X,)A reduces to (XL)2 by a quasi-leftmost reduction. This ends the 
proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 9. Let X be a A-term. Zf X has a @-normal form N then, the process 
c/l?-rn(XHD) terminates and gives as output N i.e. N = cfi-m(XHp). 
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Proof. By Church-Rosser theorem and the relation (&b)~ = n@J the term (X&)1 has a 
@-normal form. The quasi-leftmost reduction of the term (J&b), is finite and terminates 
at N. By the precedent lemma the reduction of X& terminates at a term N if we choose 
the instruction (3a) to stop the cfl-machine. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is that, given a A-term M, we can com- 
pute its @-normal form (if it exists) only by combinatory reductions. The following 
examples will give a more precise idea of the computing of the @-normal form of a 
term M. 
Example 10. Let A4 be the term (Ixyz.xz(yz))(lxy.x). We have i&b =SK. 
-+ Ixy. y by instruction (3a) 
The term Axy.y is the normal form of the given term M. 
Example 11. Let A4 be the term (nx(nab.a))(nabf.fab). We have n/i,, =,SZ(KK) 
(ZVCZ)). 
+ cB-m(~(~C(CZ))(~(~C(CZ)))) 
+ cg-m(BC( CZ)(KK(BC( CZ)))) 
-+ cp-m(C(cz(KK(Bc(CZ))>) j 
---f c/h( C(CZK)) 
-+ @xy.c/!Lm(CZKyx) 
+ @xy.c/Sm(Zyfi) 
+ @xv .cB-m(vfi) 
4 [~y]~.yKi = S(K(S(SZ)(ZX)))K by (3b). 
Remark 12. In this last example we used a special abstraction algorithm including 
the combinators B and C, which are useful for getting shorter compiler code for the 
term M. We can easily prove that any other abstraction algorithm (Turner’s algorithm 
[6] by example) works except, if it contains the clause (c~). This clause is a sort of 
extensionality axiom which is not admitted for systems with @-reduction. 
Now, we will show by an example that the c/I-machine can be viewed as a partial 
evaluator for the @-reduction. Let us consider the function Power such as Power 
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(dl, dz)=dp. This function is defined by the following expression: 
Power = 1 nx. cond (eq 0 n> I (times x (Power (minus I n> x) >. 
The function Power is a fixed point of the function: 
C= ;Inxf . cond(eq 0 1) 1 (times x (f (minus 1 n> x>>. 
Let Fix be the paradoxical combinator WS(BWE3), the function Power can then be 
defined as Fix(G) . If we translate G in a combinatory form we obtain the following 
code: 
GH~=B(S(KB) (S(B cond (eq 0)) (K 11)) (B(B(W(B(C times>)>> 
(CB minus 1))). 
The functions cond, eq, times, minus and the constants 0 and 1 are assumed 
to be in combinatory form. If we apply the function Power to the input data 2 then, 
we have 
Power2-+,8 S(times)(S times (K I)). 
The code S(times) (S times (K I> > can be considered as the specialized program 
for computing Power2. 
We may conclude that the language of combinatory logic with the @-reduction 
seems to be a good intermediate language for compiling A-terms and then, in order to 
compute any A-expression it is sufficient to build an implementation of the c/?-machine. 
Its main feature is that the process of evaluation is made by combinatory reduction 
and it also takes place when not all arguments are present (a typical example is the 
reduction of the code SK to Kl). The reduction process of the c/3-machine is really 
equivalent to the @-reduction. 
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